
SAMPLE OF BUSINESS PLAN FOR INTERNET CAFE IN SOUTH AFRICA

By using this sample business plan you can see what goes into starting an internet cafe.

Need actual charts? If you know about computers and know how to solve technological issues when they
occur or if you can hire a technical person to work with you , then starting your own internet cafe might be the
right step towards becoming your own boss. If YES, then I advice you read on. Negotiate with the ISP as they
may offer discounts and special deals for internet cafes and other businesses. The site at 10th and Oak will
require funds for renovation and modification. This site was chosen for various reasons, including: Proximity
to the downtown business community. The University is a main source of demand for coffee retailers.
Furthermore, JavaNet will be a magnet for local and traveling professionals who desire to work or check their
email messages in a friendly atmosphere. These small, regional service providers use a number of different
pricing strategies. Most people use them to access webmail and instant messengers to keep in touch with
family and friends. Here is a sample business plan. JavaNet will position itself as an educational resource for
individuals wishing to learn about the benefits the Internet has to offer. Some of them are also used for
multiplayer gaming, having several computers connected on a LAN. Will you be offering wireless internet
access to users who have their own PCs with them? Costs will also be designated for the purchase of two laser
printers and a scanner. Complete all technical aspects Hire a computer specialist to handle all the wiring and
connections required in your internet cafe. Write your own business plan. Hardware is not expensive if you
choose the right one. These wholesalers distribute coffee and espresso beans to over 20 retailers in the Eugene
area. Current trends in the Northwest reflect the popularity of fresh, strong, quality coffee and specialty drinks.
Market Analysis Summary JavaNet is faced with the exciting opportunity of being the first-mover in the
Eugene cyber-cafe market. Good coffee and bakery items at a reasonable price. Offer discounts to attract your
first set of customers. This extremely wide range of ages is due to the fact that both coffee and the Internet
appeal to a variety of people. JavaNet has set a goal to maintain greater than a 50 percent market share. Due to
intense competition, cafe owners must look for ways to differentiate their place of business from others in
order to achieve and maintain a competitive advantage. People of all ages and backgrounds will come to enjoy
the unique, upscale, educational, and innovative environment that JavaNet provides. Affordable access to the
resources of the Internet and other online services. In this case, the computers are specially assembled for
game play, supporting popular multiplayer games like Quake or Doom. Hire employees You will need to hire
a manager for your internet cafe. Be sure to hire employees who are trustworthy, dedicated and experienced.
JavaNet is the answer to an increasing demand. Many factors contribute to the large demand for good coffee in
Eugene. It will help you understand your market and the competition. Decide how you will arrange the
computers and desks, and plan your layout accurately. The instructional Internet classes, and the helpful staff
that JavaNet provides, will appeal to the audience that does not associate themselves with the computer age.
Wholesalers sell beans to retailers at an average of a 50 percent discount. Contact a computer specialist to find
out which computers will be suitable for use in your internet cafe. This educational aspect will attract younger
and elderly members of the community who are rapidly gaining interest in the unique resources that online
communications have to offer. Company Summary JavaNet, soon to be located in downtown Eugene on 10th
and Oak, will offer the community easy and affordable access to the Internet. The majority of these individuals
are students and business people. Purchase the required equipment and facilities After fulfilling the above, you
can proceed to purchase your computers. The financing, in addition to the capital contributions from the
owner, shareholders and the Oregon Economic Development Fund, will allow JavaNet to successfully open
and maintain operations through year one.


